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Abstract

Inner-formation Flying System (IFS), proposed by Chinese scholars, is mainly composed of an inner-
satellite and an outer-satellite, which aimed to measure Earth’s gravity field with high precision by purely
gravitational orbit. The outer-satellite has a spherical cavity with a high vacuum environment, and the
inner-satellite is a spherical proof mass whose normal position is in the centre of the cavity. Because of the
shield effect by the outer-satellite, external space interferences such as atmospheric drag, solar radiation
pressure can’t act on the inner-satellite. However non-gravitational interferences, for example universal
gravitation by the outer-satellite, radiometer effect, thermal radiation pressure, residual gas damping,
outgassing effect, measurement light pressure, electromagnetic forces, will act on the inner-satellite in
the cavity. By effectively restraining non-gravitational interferences, a purely gravitational orbit of the
inner-satellite can be constructed. By precise orbit determination data of the outer-satellite and relative
position measurement of the inner and outer satellite, the inner-satellite purely gravitational orbit can be
obtained, by which the Earth’s gravity field model will be established. In IFS, factors affecting gravity field
measurement performance contain orbit parameters such as orbit altitude, orbit inclination and satellite
load parameters such as the outer-satellite orbit determination accuracy, relative position measurement
accuracy of the inner and outer satellite and restraining accuracy of non-gravitational interferences on
the inner-satellite. In this paper, by theory analysis and numerical simulations, the qualitative and
quantitative relationship between gravity field measurement performance and its influence factors will be
analyzed, and then the guideline system for gravity field measurement by IFS can be established. By
abundant numerical simulations in the concerned scope of influence factors and fitting simulation results,
an experiential formula expressing gravity field measurement performance and the guideline system can be
obtained. This experiential formula can quantitatively describe the guideline system in IFS gravity field
measurement, reflect the influence of system parameters on gravity field measurement as well as constraint
relations between these system parameters, and get IFS design parameters rapidly and accurately, which
is very important in IFS system analysis and design.
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